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DecisiOn making in the planning

phase of the nursing process was
studied i■  this investigationo  Text=
books on nurs■ ng PrOCess ■ nclude only

もketchy dё scFiptiOn s of the planning

phaseo  Such descriptiOns are based
on little empir■ cal ev■ dence; instead,

they are based on logicall, deVeloped

steps, because few investigators have

studied how nurses actua■ ly develop

plans under cOnditions of uncertainty.

In the ,resent Study, an informa―

tion processing approach was used to

describe and COmpare the dec■ s■On―

making processes used and the final

decisions made by h9sPice nurses who

had varying amounts of experience in

devёlopi■ g drug administration P■ ans

to control Patientsi pa■ n.

Backgiound

BackgrOund information ■ s given on:

(a)infOrmatiOn processing theory
which prov■ ded a theOretic,l bas■ s

and a methodology for the study; (b)

literature on the plann■ ng phase of

the nursing process; and (c)hOSPiC

PrOgrams as settings where nursing
dec■s■ons are made under conditionS

of complexity and uncertainty.

Information Proce,s■ ng Theory

lnformation process■ ng theory is

One theory used to describe and

eXPlain decision making.  It is a

deScriptive theory of human cognetive

processes based on the work of Newell
and Simon (Newell and Simon, 1972;

Simon, 1979).  The theOry describes

problem solving behavlor as an inter―
action between a prOblem so■ ver and

a prob■ em taSko  Humans are viewed as

■nformation processing systems

oPerating in a complex env■ ronment.

A major assumptiOn Of this theory is

that humans have llmitations in tha

caPacity of their wOrking memOries.

The focus of research based On ■ nfor―

mation Process■ ng theory is On how

humans adapt this ■ ihited Oapacity to

the comp■ eX demands of their environ―
hent。                        .

Recent research on infOrtnation

prOcessing has been extended frOm the
study of naive ,ubjects and simple   i

tasks to the study of:  (a) the

nature of expertise; and (b)Pioblem

solving in semantically rich domoins,

that is, doma■ ns which requ■ re

spec■ fic knowledge as well as gOheral

Problem solving skills (Simon, 1979)。
Nurs■ ng is an examl■ e of such a

doma■ n.

A question of cOncern in informa―

tion Process■ ng research is the extent

to which the processes used by indi―

v■duals to make decis■ ons are ■ nvar■ ―

ant across tasks.  Research findings

indicate that the task itself is a

ma]or determinant of behavior; that

is, information processing in decision

making is highly contingent on the

demands Of particular tasks, rather

that on a person using conSiStent

processes for all tasks (Newell &
Simon, 1972; Simon, 1979, Payne, 1976,

1982).  Payne (1976)fOund task com―

Plexity to be one of the variables
which influence information process―
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■ng.                           `

Onさ iethod ugea to ,tudy 工'fOrma―
tib, prOcessi■g in SPeC■fiO tas、s ■s
verbal Protocols.  With this methpd a

subject is given a 116blem and askё d

tO think aloud while solving it.  The

subj。こt's verbalizations are tape

reCOFded and ■ ater transcr■ bed.  The

tranSCFiptions (verbal Protocols)

provide the primary data for ana■ ysis.
Verbal protocols are r■ ch in deta■ 1

and Preserve the sequence of stePs

used by subjects。

Planning Phase Of the Nursing Process

Decision making is involved in two

Parts of the nursing process:  (a)
identifying the nursing diagno,is at

the conc■ usion of the assessment

phase, and (b)choosing the best
alternatives(s)in the planning phase

(Grier, 1981).  Once a nursing diag「
nOsis has been identified, then Plans

for nursing interventions can be made.

Litt■ e descriptiOn of the planning

phase is given in textbooks on nursing

process.  However, several authOrs

(Bailey and Claus, 1975; and Bower,
1982)suggeSt that during the plan―

ning phase, all alternatives ,hould be

generated before any Of them are
evaluated.  In additiOn, those

authors, as we■ l as Lancaster and

Beare (1982) and Yura and Wa■ sh

(1983)suggeSt that all alter,atives
which are generated should be

evaluated.

In a study Of planning whiph did

not involve nursing, Hayes― Roth and

Hayes― Roth (1979) deve10ped a cogni―

tive ,odel of planning based on their

finding that people used opportunitic,

rather than systematic, hierarchial
approashes to complex Planning tasks.

An opportunistic approach to planning

is one in which a person jumps about

addreSSing whatever seelns opPortune

or promising at the time.

Decision Making Tasks in Hospice

Programs

The hosPic movement is a relatively

new and rapidly grOwing development

within the Unitё d States.  The terri―

[:IIふfllaiVild tl:IL[:[:[::1'|:i::]  :
quOn11', n.r,96 and 9thar membёis of
the interliSCiplinaFy 10sPide t,五m

::1:I:1:h」
a:1 11:11:Id :i::::]inty ei

(Wald, Foster, & wald, 1980)。   SuCh a

::[:;lig I:I:::F ::cI:::It‖:illgi°
r

When several hosPice nurses were

interviewed by this investigator to

identify recurring, trou1leSOme

decisiO,s lhey facel, al1 0f them

■dentified dec■ s■ons concern■ ng Pai■

control.  One major form of inter―
ventiOn to cο ntrol pein iS drug

therapy。

▼hile nurses cannot prescribe    ,

drugs, they do administer a wide

variety of then and olteCtlジ Observe
their multiP■ e and interacting eifeCtS

on patients: consequently, nurses

frequently recoIIlmend drug administra―

tion plans tolphysicians,  Seven

hospice nurses indicated to this in―

vestigator that they carried out this

task e■ ther da■ ly or at least several

times per week.

The Present Research

The research descr■ bed here was a

descriptive study of・ iurses! decision

making us■ ng an ■ nfOrmatiOn process■ ng

approach and verbal prOtocol method―

ology.  The decision IIlaking was

limited to the planning Phase of the

nursing process.  The setting selected

was the hOsPic setting.  The planning

task was to develο p a drug adminis―
tratiOn Plan to recommend to a

physicidn.  The goal of the plan was
to contro■  a patient's Pa■ n.

The major question addressed in

this research was:

How do the decision― making

processes and fina■  dec■ s■Ons of

experts in hosPice nur,ing cOmpare

with those of n9vices when develop―

ing drug administration plans to

control patients' pain?
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The ■ndependent var■ ab les 、re re:

(a)eXpert and novice subjects, and

(b)Planning problems at three levels
of cOmplexity.  The dependent varia―

bles were:  (a)deciSion― makェng

prOcesses, and (b) final decisions.

Subjects       ｀
lethod

There were two grOups of subjects
for this study, exPerts and novices

in hOSpice nursing.  The criteria for

■nclusiOn in each group were as

follows:

1. An expert in hospice nursing was

one whO:

a)IN7aS a registered nurse;

b)lJas currently employed in a

leadership pos■ tiOn ■ n a hospice

program (eogo directOr or the

program or head nurse);

c)Had at least 18 mOnths of experi―

ence ■ n a hospice prOgram;

d)Had minimal education of bacca―

laureate degree; and

e)Met at least one of the following

characteristics of an expert:

―
 published articles on hospice
nurs■ ng;

― made presentatiOns on hosPice

nurs■ ng tO prOfess■ Onal grouPs;

― offered continued education

prOgrams on hospice nurs■ ng; Or

―
 labeled as an expert in hospice
nursing by at least five

hospice hurses when they were

asked to ■ dentify an expert.

2. A novice in hOsPice nursing was

one wh。 :

a)'Jas a registered nurse;

b)1ヾ as currently emp10yed as a staff

nurse ■ n a hosPice program;

c)Had assOciate degree, diploma, Or

baccalaureate degree education;

and

d)Had less than six months experi―

ence ■ n a hosPice program.

Subjects were selected from three

hosPice programs within one metro―

politan areao  All hosPice nurses ■ n

the three programs whO met the

cr■ter■ a for e■ ther an expert or a

novice v。 lunteered to ParticiPate in

the study,  One expert drOpped out Of

the study at a later p9int, leaving

a sample of five experts and five

novices.  The sample included at

least one exPert and One novice from

each of the three hOsPice programs。

A sma1l sample size was necesSary

because of the chosen methodblogy.

As mentioned earlier, verbal Protoc。 ls

are rich in detail; a few subjects

are studied intensively.  The use of

verbal protocols requ■ res cons■ dera―

ble time comm■ tments from subjects to

complete the tasks, as well as

extensive investigatOr time to analyze

the data from verbal protocols:  FOr

example, in this study a verbal

protoc。 l from One subject oi one case

was 33 pages ■ n length, requ■ r■ng

hOurs of ahalysis.  Also, the intent

of the study was to describさ  the

prOcesses used by subjects; it was
not the intent to generalize findings

to other subjects or other tasks.

Materials

The materials for this study

included three patient cases and a

criterion measure for judging the

quality Of subjectsi drug administia―
tion plans。

Cases.  Three written cases were

developed.  They were representative

Of (a) three types Of severe pain

exper■ enced by hOsPice patients, and

(b) three levels of cOmplexity for
decisiOn making。   (see Table l.)
Each written case cOntained informa―

tion on 20 Pre― established categories

for describing a patient.  (See

Appendix A for the information cate―

gories。 )  The case descriptions were
three to five dOuble― sPaced, typed

Pages.

私hile the patients in all three

cases had multiple sources Of pa■ n,

three primary types of pain were
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CASE   TY∫
∫胤 IN

COMPLEXITY

Associated with

Pathology which

Produces

Prostaglandin

Caused by

Pressure

Aggrava,ed by

Severe Psycho■ ogi―

cal Sources of Pa■ n

Moderately

Comp■ ex

Least

Complex

Most

Complex

Table l.  Primary Type of Pain and

Level of Complexity of

Each Case

represented by the cases:  (a)Pain

associated with Pathology which

PrOduCes prOstag■ andin, a potentiatOr

of pain; (b)Pain caused by pressure;

and (C)pain aggravated by severe

psych010gical sources of pa■ n。

In levels of compleXity for

decision making, Case B was the least

complex because the treatments for

that patientis Pain could be the Ones

usually used in a hospice setting。

Case A was of moderate complexity

because the patient was reportedly

sensitive to all centra■  nervous

Sy,tem depressants; that included

most of the drugs usually used in a

hosPice settingo  Case C Presented

the mOst cOmplex cases because nO

clear form of treatment would control

the patientis pain3 thiS patient had

many phys■ cal and ,sych010gical

sources of Pain, and many sensitivi―

ties to drugs.

A fourth case was developed as a

sample caseo  Subjecls were al10wed

to practice with the sample to become

familiat with thё  tasks and the pro―

cedure ■ n the study.

Criterion.  In complex situatiois,

such as the three cases in thid study,

no one drug administration plan can

be identified as the right one for

controlling a patient's pain.  There

could be many combinatiOns of actions

which wOuld be effective in achieving

the gOa■  of Pain cOntrol.

A consultant to the Study, who

was a recogn■ zed exlert in hosPice

nursing and in pain cOntrol, deve■ oped

a drug adm■ n■stratiOn plan for each

case.  The consultant's Plans served

as general standards aga■ nst which

subj ects' written plans were compared.

Subjectis plans were judged to be in

one Of fOur qua■ ity categor■ es:

1。 Consistent with the con3ultant!s

Plan;

2. APpropriate for the case, but

not consistent with the con―

sultant's plan;

Incomple te; or

Erroneο us.

Two exPerts in hosPice nursing in―

dependently 」 udged the quality Of the

subjects' Plans.  If the two experts

disagreed on the quality category,

they discussed the decision tntil

there was mutual agreement.

Procedure.

Procedure for data collectiOn.

Data were collected from individual

subjects in two sessions, each last―

ing approximately twO hOurso  Each

subject was g■ ven the Ceneral

lnstructions which descr■ bed the

study and the tasks.  The tasks for

each case were tO:  (a)read the case

description aloud, (b)develoP a drug

administration plan, and (c)Write a

plano  A■ so, each subject was

■nstructed to think aloud While per―

forlning all tasks.

The task of writing the plan was

■ncluded in this study to separate

the Planning prOces6 from the final

decisiOns in a subject's thinking

and in the ahalysis of data.  A

subject cOuld change a dec■ s■on about

drugs tO recommend as long as the

plan was being developed, but the
written Plan indicated final choices.

No time constraints Were placed on

the taskso  All cases were presented

in the same order.  The Sample Case

and Case A were given in the first

sessiOn with each subject, and Case B
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and then Case C were given in the

second sess■ ono  Al■  sess■ ons were

tape recorded.

Rules were deve10ped for coding and

scoring the planning prOcesses and

the final plan Of each Subject in

each case.  、ules were develoPёd fOr
coding and scoring the verbal

prO10C。 lS for lhe f0110wing components

of the planning process:

1. Overt recognitiOn of major painニ
related PrOblems presented by the

patient;

2. ApprOaches to Planning; coding was

dOne fOr two types of Approaches,

Initial and Overall:

a) Initial Appr。 ,Ches wOre either
Brοad or Narrow:

― A Broad lnitial Approach was

one in which a subject gained:

an overview of the patientis

s■tuation before focus■ ng On

one pa■ n―related problem for

dec■ s■on making.

― A Narrow lnitial Approach was

one in which a subject immedi―

ately focused on one pain―

related Problem for dec■ s■On

making。

b)OVerall Approaches were either

Opportunistic or Systematic:

― An Opportunistic Overall

Approach was one ■ n which a

subject jumped about address―

ing single pain― related

problems at non― adJacent points

in the planning process;

― A Systematic Overall ApprOach

was one in which a subject

addressed s■ ngle pa■ n―related

problems at aojacent points in
the planning prpcess。

3. Ceneration of alternative actiOns

to be used for pain control;

coding was dOne for the:

a)Number of alternatives generated;

b)Types Of alternatives, either

drug or non― drug;

C)Problems addressed by the alter―

natives were generated.

d)Sequence in which the alternatives

were generated.

4. Intermediate decisions about the

alternative actions;  intermediate

dec■s■ons are verbal statements

evaluating alternatives; they were

coded for:

a)Number of intermediate decisions;

b)Problems addressed by inter―

mediate dec■ s■Ons; and

c) Sequence in which the inter―

mediate dec■ s■ons were IIlade。 `

A sequence diagram wasI■ lade to

represent each subject:s Planning

proces, 1, eaCh Case.  Fェgure 1 1,

di:::]][li::[::i[:][::6]:1:[:i]1:::五
,|

:l:|::ilal:::::[::::「li:ilill:vi111‐
li:l:eth[:li::II::i:i:li::::i:::in

which they were made.  Finally, the
lower right sectiOi shOws the relatェ On―
ship of the scquence of intermediatё
decisions to the sequence in which the
included alteriatives were generatさ d.
FOr examPle, the numbeを  1 ェi the 10轟 er
right sectiOn indicates that the first
intermediate dec■ ,■on, 'T, StOP PerCO~
cet," was IInde abOut the fェ rst alter―
native generated, ‖ POFCOCel,I' WhiCh
addressed the problem of generalized

Pa■n.  Alsp, tle diagraⅢ  Fevё,led
whether or not all alternatives were

overtly evaluated in intermediate

dec■s■ons.  FoF example, FigЧ Fe l
shows that the last alternative

generated was not evaluated.  In addi―
tion, the sequence diagram reVealed

whether intermediate decisions were

made about alternatives as they were

generated, or ■ n some other Order or

pattern.  FOr example, Figure l shows
that the sequence of intermediale

decisions was not the same as the

seqtlence in which the included alter―

native, were generated.  Finally,

Figure l illustrates the use of an

opportun■ stic overall apprOach because
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Figure l.  A sequence diagram which shows

■nterlnediate dec■ s■onS tO the

alternatives were generated。

by Expert and Novice Nurses

the relationship_of the sequence of

sequence ■ n which the ■ ncluded

Problems

Addressed

Generalized Pa■ n

Bone Pain l

Anxiety

Ceneralized Pain

Anxiety

Anxiety

the problem of generalized Pa■ n was

addressed by the first and fourth

alternatives generated, and anxiety

was addressed by the third, fifth, and

sixth  ■ ternatives。 _  he subject
represented in Figure l addressed

single sources of Pain at non― adjacent

points in the Planning process.

Rules were develoPed for coding

and scoring the following components

of the final written plan:

1. Number of alternatives chosen;

Sequence of lntermediate Dec■ s■Ons

used to determine the proPortion Of

joint judgments in which there was
agreement, after chance agreement was

excluded (Cohen, 196o)。   (See the
right c。 ■umn of Table 2.) Overal■ ,
the averagё  Cohen's k was 。 77.  That

was an acceptable level of interjudge

agreement for the type of data in

this study.

After each verbal protoco■  and
final ,lan waS COded and scOred, then

findings were cOmpared between the

expert and nov■ ce groups fOr each

caseo  Next, comparisons were made of

subjects' planning prOcesses and

final Plans acrOss the three cases tO

test fOr interactiOns between

subjects and cases.

Non―parametr■ c statiStics 、 rere
used to compare quantitative data

because the sample s■ ze was sIIlall,

the data were either nominal or

ordinal in nature, and the data were

often skewed by one subjOct.  The

Mann ふhitney U Test, Fisheris Exact

Probability, and cOchranis Q Test
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※ The numbers represent each success■ ve ■ ntermediate dec■ s■on

2. Types Of

and

3. Quality

alternatiVeS ChOsen;

Of the plan.

To test thё  re■iability of the

coding and scor■ ng of data, two judges

independently applied the cOding and

scor■ ng rules to a sample of ten of

thirty verbal protOc。 ls and wr■ tten

plans.  The proportion Of agreement
between thc tWO independeit judges was

determined。   (See the middle column of
Table 2。 )Cohenis coefficient of
agreement for nominal scales, (k), Was

Sequence of

Alternatives

Percocet

Ascriptin

Vistaril

Oral Morphine Solution

EmOtiOnal Support

Minister Visit
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CO卜IPONENTS

PROPORT10N      MEAN COHENiS

OF AGREEMENT     COEFFICIENT

(N=■0)           (N=10)

PLANNINC PROCESS:

Initial approach

Overall approach

Alternatives

lntermediate Dec■ s■ons

FINAL PLAN

Choices

Quality of Plans

０

０

２

６

９

　

０

Table 2. Proportion of Agreement and Mean Cohenis Coefficient
for Coding and scOring Of COmponents of Flanning
Processes and Final Plans

were the statistics used (Siegel,

1956).  The significance level was

established at 12=・ 05。  Since the

sample s■ ze ■n the study was small,

statistically significant differ―

ences were difficult to achieve at

the .05 1evel.  Therefore, where 2

values were mOre than 。 05, but less

than .15, the differences were

reported at trends which mightlbe

pursued in further study.

Findings

The findings will be reported in

t、アo sections.  First the s■ m■lar■―

ties in decisiOn making by experts

and nov■ ces w■ 1l be reported and then

the differences.

Sim■lar■ties

The Cochran Q test indicated that

expertst and nov■ cesi recognitiOn Of

patientsi pa■ n related problems did

not differ acrOss cases, Q(2)=。 667,

2く。8.  Four experts and three nOv■ ces

overtly recogniZed all of the

patientis major pain― related problems

■n all cases.

A second similarity was that all

experts and nOv■ ces generated drug

and non― drug alternatives, despite

the instructiOns to deve■ Op a drug

admdnistratiOn Plano  As one expert

stated, :ll can't limit my thinking to

drugs tO prov■ de pa■ n cOntro■ .l  The
range fOr the number of alternatives

generated was from 4 to 35, with a
median of 14.

A third similarit, Was that all
experts and nov■ ces made ■ ntermediate

decisiOns about alteFnatives as they

were generated.  That is, no subject

genёrated all alternatives before

making intermediate dさ cisions about

any of them.  The range fOr the

number of intermediate decisions IItade

was f■ om 4 to 22, with a median of ll.

A fOurth s■ m■lar■ty wa, that

experts' and novicest intermediate

dec■s■Ons about al19 or a portion of

their alternatives varied signifi―

cantly across cases, Q(2)=6.51 2く 。05。
In the case where subjects generated

the most alternatives (Case c, lhe

post cOmplex case), ■ 9 subject
evaluated all alternatives.  In the

case where subjects generated the
fewest alternatives (Case B, the

least cOmplex case), one exPert and

four novices evaluated all of their

alternatives; they had generated few

alternatives and evaluated a■ l of

them。
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Differences

There was a trend for more experts

than novices to use broad, rather

than narrow ■ n■tial approaches to the

planning Problems, Fisheris exact

2-.0922.  (See Figures 2 and 3。 )
Figure 2 shOws that fOur exPerts con―

sistently used broad initial apニ

prOaches, obtaining an overview of
each patient's conditiOn before

focusing on one pain― re■ated prOblem

for dec■ s■on making.  In cOntrast,

Figure 3 shows three nov■ ces var■ ed

their initial approaches; nO pattern

was evident.

The second expert― nov■ ce differ―

ence  involved the ma]Or finding that
subjectsl overall approaches differed
significantly across cases, Q(2)=7.6

2F7.6 2=0.5。   There was an interaction

between cases and overa■ l approaches,.

Experlst cο ntr■buted lnost tο  this
varianCe.  There was a trend for moret

experts than novices tO vary their

overall apprOaches across cases,

Fisher's exact 2 .0992.  (see Figures

4 and 5。 ) Figure 4 shows that all
experts used oPPortun■ stic overall

approaches in the more ccIInPlex cases,

Cases A and C, and mOst used system―

atic overall approaches in the least

complex case, Case Bo  ln c9ntrast,

Figure 5 shows that most novices used

OppOrtunistic overall approaches

across cases。

A third expert― novice difference

was that experts generated signifi―

cantly more drugs than did nOvices

■n two of the three cases, U=4,

2=.048 in bOth Cases A and B.

Overall

Approach

Cases

A B C

Opportunis

tic

EIEl

が ＼ E 3

メ
タ
７ぶ ＼ /

Systematic
＼
V

/

O ve rall

A pproach

Cases

A B C

Opportunis

tic

. Nl

伴
響

［「
ズ

↓
Systematic

碑

卍

覇
一

Initial

Approach

Cases

A B C

Bro,d

叫

蝙

鼻

褻

刊
↓
４
　
↓

N2rrow ヽ J

Initia■

Approach
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A fourth expert― ■ovice difference

was that experts deve■ oped mOre final

Plans consistent with the consult―
antis plans than did novices.  Also,

Finally, the bas■ s for ■ ncomplete

or erroneous plans differed somewhat

for experts and novices.  Table 4

shows that:

(a)reCognizing, but then overtly

dism■ ss■ng a problem was a bas■ s for

incomplete plans unique to experts;

(b) laCk Of knowledge and over―

simplification of a planning problem

were bases for incomplete and/or

QUALITY
OF PLANS

INCOMPLETE

PLANS

ERRONEOUS

PLANS

nov■ ces developed mOre erroneOus

Plans than did experts。   (See Table
3 . )

Note.  One exPert and two novices developed Plans which were

both incomp■ ete and erroneOus.

Table 3.  Number of Expertst and Novices' Plans in

Quality CategOr■ es

erroneous Plans unique to novices,

(C)both experts and novices wrote
incomplete p■ ans based on failure to

recOgn■ ze a Pa■ n―related problem, or

forgetting a recognized problem; and

(d)both experts and novices wrote
erroneOus plans because they failed

to combine infOrmatiOn about an

alternative with information about

the patient.

NOVICES

*Lack of knowledge (2)

Not recOgn■ ze a

problem (1)

F6rget a problem (1)

*Lack of knowledge (3)

*Oversimplified

problem (1)

Fa■l to combine

information about

drug and Patient (1)

来 Represeltts bases unique tO One group

Note:  Numbers in Parentheses represent the number of subjects.

Table 4. Bases on lncomolete and Erroneous Plans Developed

by Experts and Nov■ ces.

QUALITY OF PLAN

Consistent Appropriate Incomplete Erroneous

EXPERTS 7 1

NOVICES 0 7 5

7・‐Dismiss a problem (2)

Not recogn■ ze a

problem (1)

Forget a problem (2)

Fail to combine

information about

drug and patient (1)
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Discussion

The findings demonstrate that

hosPice nurses who participated in

this ttudy did nOt implement the plan―

n■ng phase of the nurs■ ng process as

prescribed in textbooks on the topic

(Bailey & Claus, 1975; Bower, 1982;

Lancaster & Beare, 1982; Yura &

lfalsh, 1983).  For example, subjects

ne■ther generated all alternatives

before evaluating any of them, nor

did they cons■ stёntly evaluate all

alternativeso  Since individual

subjects generated from 4 t0 35

alternatiVes ■ n a s■ ngle case, per―

haps alternatives werO eValuated as

they were generated to reduce the

cOgn■ tive stra■ n on the lim■ ted

capacity of working memoryo  The few

subjects who evaluated all alter―

natives were those who had generated

the least number.  Therefore, the

number of alternatives generated was

a variable which influenced the

decisiOn making strategies which

followed.

One encouraging finding was that

most subjects Overtly recognized the

patients' ma」 or pain― related problems.

Another was that subjects generated

both drug and non― drug alternatives.

The consideration of multiple types

Of treatments to cOntrol pa■ n was

consistent with recommendatiOns of

authors on pain cOntrol (Geltman ご

Paige, 1983; 卜 lcCaffery, 1979).  How―

ever, doing so made the planning

prOcess more complex, rather than
s■mpler.

Findings of this study support the

conclusion of Payne (1982)and others

that informatiOn process■ ng in

decision making is cOntingent on the

demands of the task.  In the more

complex cases (CaSes A and C), mOst

subjects used opportunistic, rather

than systenlatic overall approaches;

that is, they addressed single

problems at non― ad」acent points in

the planning process; they jumped

about from problem to problem.  In

contrast, for the least difficult

CaSe (Case B), most Subjects (parti―

cularly experts)uSed systematic

overall apprOachesi that is, they

addressed each problem at adjacelt

pOints in the planning prOcess.

The use Of Opportunistic overall

approaches for the mOre complex cases

was consistent with the findings of

Hayes― Roth and Hayes― Roth (1979):

However, it was surprising that

subje,ts (primarily experts)1lsed

systematic overal■  approaches in Case

Bo  Hayes― Roth and Hayes― Roth (1979)

PrOV■ ded a poss■ ble explanation for

this findingo  They indicated that a

systematic approach might be used by

an experienced Planner working with a

familiar, constrained, though cOmplex

problemo  Case B in this study, while
a complex case, provided a rather

typiOal hosPice patient situation,

one more familiar tO experts than

were the other cases。

It 、ァas not surpr■ s■ng that experts

generally develoPed better plans than
did novices.  The finding that experts

and novices had differing bases fOr

incomplete Or erroneous Plais

suggests that some different correct―

■ve measures are needed by each

group,

Su■lmary

This was a study of decision making

by nurses in the planning phase Of the

nursing process.  An information

process■ ng approach w■ th verbal

prOtocol methodOlogy was used.

Ma]or findings were that subjects:

(a)did ndt implement the piannihg

phase of the nurs■ ng Prodess as sug―

gested by textbooks.on the topic; and

(b)varied their decision making

processes as a function Of task cOm―

Plexity and of the ,umber Of alter.
natives generated.  Expert― ■ovice   ,

differences included:  (a)more

experts than novices used broad

initial appraOcheS tO planning; (b)
experts used opportun■ stic overall

appraoche, in the more complex cagcs

and systematic Ones in the least

complex case, while most novices used

opportunistic overall approaches ■ n

all cases; and (c)experts and

nov■ ces had differ■ ng bases for ■ n―

complete Or erroneous plans.
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